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Brandaris 128: A digital 25 million frames per second camera
with 128 highly sensitive frames
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A high-speed camera that combines a customized rotating mirror camera frame with charge coupled
device~CCD! image detectors and is practically fully operated by computer control was constructed.
High sensitivity CCDs are used so that image intensifiers, which would degrade image quality, are
not necessary. Customized electronics and instruments were used to improve the flexibility and
control precisely the image acquisition process. A full sequence of 128 consecutive image frames
with 5003292 pixels each can be acquired at a maximum frame rate of 25 million frames/s. Full
sequences can be repeated every 20 ms, and six full sequences can be stored on the in-camera
memory buffer. A high-speed communication link to a computer allows each full sequence of about
20 Mbytes to be stored on a hard disk in less than 1 s. The sensitivity of the camera has an
equivalent International Standards Organization number of 2500. Resolution was measured to be 36
lp/mm on the detector plane of the camera, while under a microscope a bar pattern of 400 nm
spacing line pairs could be resolved. Some high-speed events recorded with this camera, dubbed
Brandaris 128, are presented. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1626013#
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-speed imaging allows fast motion or flow pheno
ena to be visualized on a slow-motion basis. High-speed
aging is used in the automotive industry~collision and airbag
inflation studies! and process control~wrapping and folding,
conveyor belt systems, and inkjet printing!. It is also used
intensively in mechanical engineering~crack studies, com-
bustion, cavitation! and ballistics~impact, ignition, and ex-
plosion!. High-speed imaging is also applied in various wa
in scientific research.1–7 Of note are applications in the de
velopment of emerging biomedical technologies such as d
uptake by cells,8–10 kidney stone fragmentation,11,12 and ul-
trasound contrast imaging.13–16

High-speed camera systems come in a variety of c
figurations. A set of parameters such as frame rate, numb
frames, resolution or pixel size, and experimental and fin
cial constraints determines the type of system optima
suited for the application. Commercially available digit
high-speed cameras are capable of acquiring 1000 frame
second~fps! at a superb 100031000 pixels resolution. Som
of these charge coupled device~CCD!-based and comple
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor-based systems
achieve higher frame rates by rapidly shifting the charge
neighboring cells, either resulting in a considerable reduc
in resolution~32332 pixels at 100 kfps! or in a reduction in
fill ratio ~3123260 pixels at 1 Mfps; 13% fill ratio!.17

By employing multiple synchronized cameras, frami
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cameras are used to achieve maximum frame rates betw
0.1 and 200 Mfps. This principle in fact predates cinemat
raphy and was used in 1878 by Muybridge18 in the famous
first framing recording of a galloping horse, employing 1
separate cameras. Later, Brixner19 used a similar technique
with 37 cameras to record the first nuclear explosion at
ms interframe time. Typical framing cameras split the inco
ing image into several optical channels either by beam sp
ters, dichroic mirrors, prisms, or a pyramid. Four-to-eig
channels are typical and a shutter and an image senso
mounted in each channel. Using special shutters, high fra
rates are possible; e.g., image intensifiers, which can
gated down to 5 ns, are used in the Imacon 468 system~DRS
Techonogies, Tring, UK! to achieve frame rates of 200 Mfps
The number of frames produced by these systems is lim
by the number of independent image intensifier shutters
increase the number of frames in each record, special t
niques can be applied to the image intensifier, such as u
a fast phosphor~decay time5 200 ns! allowing a second
readout within 1 ms, or by dividing the image intensifier in
several regions which can be gated separately.20 Another sys-
tem, called the Ultranac,21 provides 24 frames at 20 Mfps b
sweeping the electron beam in the intensifier.

Higher numbers of frames are available in rotating m
ror cameras, where a fast rotating mirror prism sweeps
image along a photographic film mounted on an arc. T
original concepts were devised in the late 1930’s and the
camera dates back to the first hydrogen bomb explosio
1952.19 The high rotation speed of the mirror allows up
130 frames to be recorded at a maximum frame rate of
Mfps. Photographic films offer excellent image quality, ho
il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. A drawing of the Brandaris
128 high-speed camera system.
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ever, they have some disadvantages. They have limited
sensitivity, reduced flexibility due to film handling and lon
turnover time due to film developing. In addition, high
specialized shutters, which are both expensive and inco
nient to use, are required at high speeds to prevent mul
exposure of the film.

To address high-speed imaging applications that dem
frame rates greater than 1 Mfps, at least 100 frames, h
sensitivity, high image resolution, operational flexibility, an
turnover time of seconds, a digital sensor system based
highly sensitive CCD cameras was developed. In addit
manually operated valves and analog electronics were
placed by computerized controls. This article reports our
velopment of the ‘‘Brandaris 128’’22 high-speed framing
camera and its characteristics.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

Brandaris 128, illustrated in Fig. 1, is developed up
the Cordin 119~Cordin Scientific Imaging, Salt Lake City
Utah! camera frame. The system combines the superior fl
ibility and sensitivity of electronic CCD detectors with th
high frame rate and high number of frames available in
tating mirror cameras. In front of the camera a variety
lenses can be mounted to suit the need of the experimen
example, Fig. 1 shows a high resolution microsco
mounted. Other objectives, such as long-distance mi
scopes and video camera lenses, have also been used.
erally, a suitable field lens is needed to couple the objec
to the Brandaris.

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the subsystems
associated instruments in a typical experiment. A set of
Downloaded 18 Jan 2008 to 130.89.112.51. Redistribution subject to AI
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jective and relay lenses projects an image of the target s
ject onto a mirror prism. A gas turbine spins the three-fac
mirror prism at high speed and redirects the incoming lig
through the lens bank to the CCD detectors. The image
recorded on 128 un-intensified high sensitivity CCD chi
mounted on an image arc. Thirty-two CCD Controller Car
(C3) control the 128 CCDs and transfer the images to
personal computer~PC! via standard universal serial bu
~USB! hubs. The C3 hosts buffer memory that allows six ful
recordings to be stored on board. An infrared las
photodiode pair mounted at 30° below the optical axis ge
erates three mirror pulses per prism rotation. The mir
pulses provide accurate measurement of the instantan
mirror rotation rate. The mass flow controller~MFC!, itself

FIG. 2. Block diagram showing the subsystems of the Brandaris 128
typical experiment. Blocks outlined in gray represent devices that are ex
nal to the Brandaris 128.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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5028 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 12, December 2003 Chin et al.
controlled by the PC via a flow and timing controller, reg
lates the gas flow to the turbine and thereby determines
imaging frame rate. The mirror pulses are also used a
master to control the experiment including the timing of t
CCDs and the flash illumination source.

B. Optics

Figure 3 illustrates schematically the optical configur
tion, which is based on the Miller principle for high-spee
cinematography.23 The objective lens is mounted on th
Brandaris 128 such that a real image is formed on a prim
image plane. Alternatively, a real object may be placed
rectly on the primary image plane. In either case, the
namic image from the primary image plane is transferred t
sequential series of 128 static images on the image arc
set of optics.

The relay lenses and field lens form an image of t
primary image very near a mirror face of the rotating pris
The mirror face redirects the light beam to successive l
pairs in the lens bank, which refocus the image on CC
arranged along a 73° arc. As the rotating mirror sweeps
light beam across successive lenses in the lens bank,
detectors are illuminated for a period of time inversely pr
portional to the rotational speed of the prism. The apert
limits the extent of the light beam and defines the expos
time as a fixed fraction of the rotational period of the pris
During the illumination of each detector, the image form
on the detector is nearly stationary. The image chan
slightly as the mirror rotates~ignoring for the moment any
evolution of the image due to the dynamics of the targ
subject!. The resulting blur is minimized by placing the im
age as close as possible to the apparent axis of rotation o
mirror and by the limiting angular width of each optica
channel. The total blur of the final image, called ‘‘drag,’’ wa
calculated following a scheme similar to that given in Ig
and Kristiansen.24 The result shows that the optical configu

FIG. 3. Optical schematics of a rotating mirror framing camera using
Miller Principle. An object, or a real image, at the primary image plane
imaged by the relay lens onto the rotating mirror. The mirror redirects
beam through sets of lenses in the lens bank which refocus the image
the CCDs.
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ration of the Cordin 119 camera frame produces at the wo
case a drag of 7.5mm, with 50% of the channels suffering
drag of less than 4mm. These drag values are smaller tha
both the pixel size of the CCD detectors and the over
optical resolution of the system with a fixed mirror.

The field lens is shifted to either of two preset positio
in order to compensate for the change in reflective ind
while operating in different gases. The total magnificati
factor from the primary image plane to the final image arc
0.44.

C. Flow control system

The imaging frame rate is proportional to the turbin
rotation speed. A specialized high-speed turbine~Cordin
Model 1220! is driven by high-pressure helium or air. Air i
used for moderate turbine speeds up to 5000 rotations
second~rps!, corresponding to 6 Mfps. For higher opera
tional speeds helium is used. The maximum turbine spee
20 000 rps, resulting in a maximum frame rate of 25 Mfp
The gas flow is controlled by a Bronkhorst~Ruurlo, The
Netherlands! F-206AI mass flow controller~MFC!, which in
turn is controlled by a PC.

The flow system for Brandaris 128 is schematica
shown in Fig. 4. The MFC actively regulates the flow ra
between 3 and 150 m3/h. The frame rate and timing param
eters are controlled through a program built in the LabVie
~National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX! environment.

A set of safety valves prevents overpressure and ov
speed failure of the turbine/prism system. Finally, a fill lin
was installed to pre-fill the camera case with helium to
duce viscous drag on the mirror prism during operation
speeds over 5 Mfps.

D. Detector and CCD controller card

The central imaging component consists of 128 hig
sensitivity CCD board cameras~ICX055AL, Sony Corp., To-
kyo, Japan!. These camera modules measure 27 mm340 mm
each with an imaging area of 4.5 mm33.6 mm. The distance
between adjacent channels on the image arc is 9 mm
therefore special mounting blocks were designed to mo
the 27-mm-wide modules in the limited space. As shown
Fig. 5, one third of the CCDs, channels 2, 5, 8, etc., a
placed directly on the image arc. CCDs 1, 4, 7, etc.,

e

e
nto

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the flow and timing control system. The h
pressure helium or air is connected to a buffer at 12 bar. The mass
controllers regulated the gas at a set flow rate. The mass flow drives
turbine which spins the mirror prism.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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5029Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 12, December 2003 High-speed digital camera
mounted on a top plane perpendicular to the original im
plane. CCDs 3, 6, 9, etc., are mounted on a bottom plane
perpendicular to the original image plane. The correspond
images are redirected onto these CCDs with surface mirr

The CCD chip has 5003584 photosensitive cells, eac
measuring 9mm36 mm. The listed dynamic range is ap
proximately 250 times. This sensor has its peak sensitivit
540 nm optical wavelength, the 50% band ranges from
to 670 nm. Beyond the visible range, the sensor is sens
in the near-infrared range up to 1000 nm.

A primary function of the custom designed CCD contro
ler card (C3) is to coordinate the capture process of ea
CCD. A process called flush drains the accumulated ph
electrons in the cells of the CCD down to the grounded s
strate. A second process called charge transfer shifts the
toelectrons into the so-called transport channels. There is
transport channel per two photosensitive cells, resulting
5003292 effective pixels. The transport channels maint
the photoelectrons until the analogue-to-digital conversi
The digitization of the content of each transport channe
called readout. The beginning and end of exposure are th
fore defined by flush and charge transfer, respectively. F
and charge transfer are performed on all pixels in para
and require only several microseconds. Readout is perfor
sequentially on a pixel by pixel basis and requires 20 ms
finish.

Figure 6 shows the timing diagram of the most stand
type of experiment, in which a single event is recorded o
full sequence of 128 frames. When the mirror prism is rot
ing at a steady rate, the CCD of each channel is illumina
by the mirror at a fixed delay after the mirror pulse genera
by the laser-diode pair. To ensure synchronized exposur
the CCDs and prevent multiple exposure, the C3’s are de-
signed to perform flush and charge transfer when trigge
by externally generated timing signals. As seen in Fig. 6,
the CCDs are flushed several microseconds before chan

FIG. 5. CCD mounting blocks. In this perspective drawing, the mounting
the detectors for 12 optical channels are shown. Twelve CCDs are mou
on four mounting blocks. CCDs 2, 5, 8, and 11 are mounted directly on
beam path. The rest of the CCDs are mounted on the top or bottom
tions. Eight surface mirrors deflect the light beam by 90° towards th
CCDs.
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is illuminated, and then charge transferred several micros
onds after channel 128 is illuminated. Readout is perform
after charge transfer.

The 20 ms duration of readout limits the speed at wh
recordings can be repeated. To achieve higher repetition r
a segmented mode was devised. For example, an experim
may be designed to capture 64 consecutive frames in eac
two mirror periods. During the first mirror period, the C3’s
flush all the CCDs before illumination and charge trans
channels 1–64 after illumination. During a subseque
which may be the second, mirror period, the C3’s again flush
all the CCDs before the illumination and then charge trans
channels 65–128 after the illumination. The images frozen
the transport channels of channels 1–64 are not affected
subsequent illuminations and flushes after the charge tra
fer.

Figure 7 shows the layout of the custom designed C3.
Each device is based on an Atmel~San Jose, CA! FPSLIC
microcontroller/FPGA chip. The C3 performs the following
tasks:~1! flush and charge transfer of 4 CCDs;~2! readout of
the CCDs; ~3! storing of the data into random acces
memory ~RAM! buffer; and ~4! command and data input
output, in particular transfer the image data, via the USB
interface. Three hardware signal inputs, start, flush, a
transfer, provide synchronization to all the C3 with about 40
ns precision.

After the start signal the microcontroller begins countin
transfer pulses until a preset number is reached, at that
ment a charge transfer is carried out. Different CCDs c
have different preset values. After charge transfer was car
out on all the CCDs, the analog data are read out simu
neously and digitized by four analog-to-digital converte
~ADCs!. The ADC has a programmable gain of 0–45 d
The ADC is 10 bits, but only the eight highest bits are use
Furthermore, two different offsets can be programmed; o
to correct for the black level on a per-line basis, using t
mask cells, the other can be used for automatic shading
rection. The on-board RAM buffer allows six images p
detector to be stored. At the request from the PC, the dat
transferred via the USB 2.0 controller, which has a maximu
transfer speed of 480 Mbits/s. However, the maximum m
sured transfer rate of a single C3 is 5 Mbytes/s, due to the
limited speed of the RAM chips. With 32 C3’s working si-
multaneously, the sustained effective transfer rate was fo
to be 20 Mbytes/s, allowing a full 128 frame record to b
stored on a hard disk within 1 s.

A USB 2.0 device driver of the C3 has been written for
the Windows 2000/XP platform. An instruction set that pr

f
ed
e
si-
e

FIG. 6. Timing diagram of an experiment recording a full sequence of 1
images. The CCDs are illuminated by the mirror for about 31% of the ti
between successive mirror pulses. The repetition time of the mirror pu
has a range of 17–500ms. In this mode of operation, all CCDs are flushe
before the illumination and charge transferred after the illumination. Re
out is performed after charge transfer.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 7. Block diagram of the CCD controller card (C3). Each C3 controls four CCDs. Following software commands transmitted via the USB interface
in response to hardware trigger signals~Start, Flush, Transfer!, actions such as flush, charge transfer and readout are performed at precise timing.
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vides complete access to all the functionality of the C3 has
been created for the Matlab and C programming langua
After acquisition, image frames are realigned using affi
transformations to correct for small misalignments betwe
the detector channels.25,26 The misalignments arise from im
perfect positioning of the relay lenses and CCDs, and
static as a result. The correction transformation was pre
termined by analyzing a recording of a fixed grid target. T
realignment process is independent of the information in
Downloaded 18 Jan 2008 to 130.89.112.51. Redistribution subject to AI
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image frames and therefore can be performed quickly. T
resulting corrections on the CCD plane were found to
638 mm ~standard deviation! in each direction.

E. Timing controller

Since the turbine is stable for a given set value of
mass flow, pretriggers can be also derived. The mirror pu
precedes the exposure of the first CCD by 5ms at the maxi-
-
d.

s

-
e
2
f
-

FIG. 8. Timing diagram of a typical
experiment. After start signal is de
tected the transfer pulses are counte
When the count for exposure 1 i
reached~15 in this case! the image of
the CCDs which has this prepro
grammed number is stored. The sam
process is repeated for exposure
when count 28 is reached. A total o
up to 48 exposures can be pro
grammed.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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5031Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 12, December 2003 High-speed digital camera
mum frame rate. From the mirror pulses two types of co
trolling signals are derived as shown in Fig. 8. The first ty
are the flush and the transfer pulses, which are used by al
C3. Typically the flush pulse precedes the exposure of
first CCD by 10ms, the required time to flush the CCDs. Th
transfer pulse follows after the rotating mirror has illum
nated CCD number 128.

The second type of control signals is used to control
experimental equipment external to the camera. These
clude pre- and post-triggers for flashlight, arbitrary wa
form generator, and other devices such as switches and
tiplexers.

An experiment consists of 1–48 exposures. For each
posure the number of CCDs to be used and the timing can
independently preprogrammed. For example, six exposu
of 128 channels each can be used. In such a case, con
tive exposures have a time gap of 20 ms minimum, the ti
required for readout. If consecutive exposures employ diff
ent sets of CCDs, then the time gap between exposures
be as short as one mirror period.

Figure 8 shows the timing of a typical experiment. Th
start signal is the absolute starting time for all the C3’s. After
the start signal is detected the transfer pulses are coun

FIG. 9. Frame rate vs volumetric flow rate~at normal condition! of the
driving gas using air and helium.

FIG. 10. Turbine response for a typical experiment using helium. The M
requires 10 s to initialize, then after a small overshoot, the frame rate
stablized at 10 Mfps. At the time indicated by the arrow, six recordings w
captured.
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When the count for exposure 1 is reached~15 in this case!,
the image of the CCDs which has this preprogrammed nu
ber is stored. The same process is repeated for subseq
exposures. For each exposure eight pre- and posttrigger
well as two arbitrary wave forms are available to control t
experiment.

III. RESULTS

A. Flow system

Figure 9 shows the measured frame rate of the camer
a function of the flow rate of the mass flow controller for a
and helium. Figure 10 shows the frame rate as a function
time in a typical experiment. The MFC requires 10–70
depending on the chosen frame rate, to initialize after
frame rate is set. The gas flow quickly accelerates the turb
and after a small overshoot the turbine stabilizes to its pre
frame rate of 10 Mfps, where six recordings of 128 fram
can be captured, after which the mass flow is shut off and
turbine decelerates. The overall stability of the system w
found to be better than 0.2% over 5 min of operation.
parts of the turbine heat up during operation at higher spe
the operational time is limited to reduce wear and prev
fracture failure of the mirror turbine assembly. At 25 Mfp
the camera can be operated for 30 s, below 6 Mfps it can
operated for several minutes.

C
as
e

FIG. 11. Measured exposure time of two consecutive channels.

FIG. 12. An image of the USAF 1951 test target for spatial resolution. T
resolution was about 36 lp/mm horizontally and 16 lp/mm vertically,
measured on the CCD.
P license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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B. Exposure time

The temporal intensity profiles of two adjacent chann
was measured with Siemens~Munich, Germany! SFH-213
fast photodiodes mounted in a CCD mounting block. Figu
11~a! shows the normalized intensities as functions of time
units of the interframe time as independently determin
from the actual rotation speed of the mirror. The measu
ment shows the triangular intensity profile which resu
from the convolution of two rectangular apertu
functions.23,24 It also shows that the centers of the intens
profiles are exactly at one interframe time distance. The
posure time of each channel is defined here ast902t10,
wheret10 andt90 denote the time points when 10% and 90%
respectively, of the total light energy is received by the d
tector. These time points can be inferred from a plot of
integrated intensity as a function of time, see Fig. 11~b!.
From this analysis it follows that the exposure time is 0
times the interframe time. Also seen in Fig. 11~a! is that the
intensity level at whicht10 and t90 occur coincides with the
crossing of the intensity profiles of the two channels, emp
sizing the fact that each individual frame is indeed record
discretely in time.

C. Sensitivity

The optical sensitivity of high frame rate cameras is
great importance since exposure times are extremely sh
However, sensitivity for such cameras, if available at all,
often quoted in a form that is difficult to use. Two ap
proaches were used to assess the sensitivity of the Brand
128. The sensitivity in International Standards Organizat
~ISO! number of the ICX055AL camera was estimated usi
a photographic light meter. This measurement provide
comparison to conventional rotating mirror cameras us
photographic film. A 50 mm f/2.8 projector lens wa
mounted in front of an individual ICX055AL camera modu
controlled by a C3. A Melles Griot ~Carlsbad, CA! infrared

FIG. 13. Image of a test target recorded using a 1203 microscope. Lines
with 0.4 mm spacing were resolved.

FIG. 14. Comparison of images of the same target captured from an Ima
468 camera~left! and the Brandaris 128~right!. The magnification was
1203, the field of view~FOV! of the right image was 89mm368 mm. Due
to difficulty in alignment, the two fields of view are not identical. The whi
boxes mark the region of the FOV common to both images.
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filter was mounted in front of the lens to block the infrare
part of the spectrum from contributing to the exposure. D
fused room light was used to illuminate an 18% gray ca
and a Profisix~Gossen, Germany! light meter was used to
determine the illumination level. The exposure time a
ADC gain level on the C3 was controlled interactively using
a Matlab program. For each illumination level and gain lev
the exposure time was adjusted until an image with aver
pixel values of half maximum was obtained. From t
f-number, the illumination level measured by the light me
and the exposure time needed to create a half-gray image
ISO number was calculated.27 The measured ISO numbe
varies with the gain level, every 6 dB increase in gain resu
in a doubling of ISO number. Over the range of availab
gain levels, the measured ISO number has a range of 4
100 000; at the default gain of 17 dB, the ISO number w
2500.

A second approach to determine the sensitivity wa
comparison to an eight channel framing camera, the Ima
468 ~Hadland Photonics, Tring, United Kingdom!, which
was used in several studies of microbubbles
ultrasound.13–15Using optical density filters, the illumination
level was adjusted until each system produced image fra
which are detectable. In this case a detectable image is
fined as a signal-to-noise-ratio~SNR! level of 2. In both
systems, the exposure time was set at 1.0ms and all the
available gain levels on each system were tested. The rat
the illumination intensity resulting in detectable images
each system is then the relative light sensitivity between
two cameras. Using the maximum gain setting on both ca
eras, our measurement revealed that Brandaris is app
mately 50% as sensitive as the Imacon 468.

The dynamic range of a camera system is defined as
ratio between the highest light intensity resulting in unsat
ated images and the lowest light intensity resulting in dete
able images. Under the particular experimental conditio
used, the Imacon 468 and Brandaris-128 gave dynamic ra
levels of 200 and 250, respectively. The dynamic ran
within an image frame is lower than the full dynamic rang
since the gain within a frame is fixed. Imacon 468’s ima
dynamic range is variable due to the nonlinearity of the g
of image intensifiers. A representative value for the Imac
468 is 16, while a typical Brandaris 128 image frame ha
dynamic range of 30.

D. Resolution

To determine the optical resolution of the Brandaris s
tem, a resolution target was placed at the primary ima
plane. The test target has a glass substrate and a photoe
chrome layer with line patterns. Figure 12 shows the res
for the two principal directions of the system. The optic
resolution was 36 line pairs per millimeter~lp/mm! horizon-
tally and 16 lp/mm vertically on the image sensor. The fa
that resolving power in the vertical, or beam sweeping,
rection is lower than the horizontal direction is not the res
of drag as described in Sec. II B, rather the resolving pow
is determined by the width and height of the rectangu
aperture. The measured resolution values correspond we

on
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FIG. 15. A 6.2 Mfps recording of a
single event in the xenon flash tube
The frame number is indicated on th
top left corner of each frame. A pre
ionization plasma channel can be see
in the first 12 frames and than th
main discharge generates a bright fla
lasting about 1.6ms. The remaining
plasma then dissipates in a swirlin
spiral pattern.
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the specified resolutions of the framing camera’s optics.
ing an Olympus microscope with a 603 high resolution wa-
ter immersion objective and a 23 magnifier, objects as sma
as 0.4mm wide can be clearly defined, see Fig. 13.

Several micron-sized bubbles are imaged using the s
microscope with both the Brandaris 128 and Imacon 4
cameras. The best frames obtained by each camera are r
duced in Fig. 14. While the image qualities are roughly co
parable, the Imacon produced a somewhat noisy ima
which is a result of the image intensifier.

E. Examples

An EG&G FX-1163~Perkin–Elmer Optoelectronics, Sa
lem, MA! short arc xenon flash lamp was mounted direc
on the primary image plane. An arc discharge event w
recorded at 6.2 Mfps. The result is shown in Fig. 15. A p
Downloaded 18 Jan 2008 to 130.89.112.51. Redistribution subject to AI
s-

e
8
ro-
-
e,

s
-

ionization plasma channel can be seen in the first 12 fra
and then the main discharge generates a bright flash las
about 1.6ms. The remaining plasma then dissipates in
swirling spiral pattern.

The behavior of micron-sized bubbles in an ultrasou
field was investigated using the setup described by de J
et al.13 A modified MVS-7010~Perkin–Elmer! xenon dis-
charge strobe was used as the illumination source. A burs
nine cycles ultrasound with a center frequency of 1.0 M
was used. Figure 16 shows a recording at 14.5 Mfps. T
first cycle of ultrasound caused three small bubbles to
transformed into a cloud of larger bubbles, which then os
late during the rest of the ultrasound excitation. In this eve
radial oscillation, translation, fracturing of the bubble, a
nonspherical oscillation were all observed in one continu
recording. The transient motions during the beginning a
s
.

e
er
n
d
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FIG. 16. A sequence of digital frame
showing a portion of a full sequence
Shown are 128 frames of 2273160
pixels out of 5003292 pixels. The in-
terframe time was 70 ns and th
frames are arranged in the same ord
as in Fig. 15. Three small bubbles ca
be observed to transform into a clou
of larger bubbles and undergo sever
cycles of oscillation. The transient be
havior during the beginning and the
end of the ultrasound excitation can b
clearly seen.
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ending of the ultrasound excitation are also revealed, d
onstrating the value of a long recording time. Other record
examples are available as media files on the Brandaris
site.28

IV. DISCUSSION

The main characteristics of the Brandaris 128 high-sp
framing camera are compared with commercially availa
high-speed cameras in Table I. While there exist technolo
that outperform our system in frame rate or other specifi
tions, Brandaris 128 offers a unique combination of the h
frame rate and extended recording time of rotating mir
systems and the sensitivity and convenience of electro
cameras. Since image intensifiers were not used, the acq
frames have good image quality. Thanks to high sensitiv
CCDs, the optical sensitivity was found to be only 50
lower than a camera employing image intensifiers. This ca
era is especially suited for studies of nonrepetitive or non
peatable events in the microsecond to nanosecond time s
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Rotating
mirror Electronic

Brandaris
128

Photographic Image intensifier
Media Film 1CCD CCD
Framing rate~Mfps! 25 200 25
No. of frames 130 8 128
No. of runs 1 2 6
Turnover time~seconds! 1800 60 1
Total number of frames 130 16 768
Time between runs 60 s 4ms 20 ms
Time between subsegments N/A N/A 17ms
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